FAMILY ACTIVITY
BOOK

CELEBRATE

TOGETHER!

SAY

TO FAMILY!

Building family unity and fostering relationships is some of the most
important work we do as parents, and relationship-building can be fun!
Saying YES when we could easily say no can be challenging, but the
rewards are great! We have included some great Yes Day ideas for
you to get the fun started!

Yes Day Activity 1
Have a Blast from the Past!
Make new memories by recreating
old family photos. Pull out some old
family photos. Let your children
choose which ones they want to
recreate! Children love to get behind
the camera, so during this activity,
foster their excitement by taking
turns photographing the recreated
poses. Have your children pick

the way they want to display the
"past" and "present" photos. Give them
options to make a PowerPoint or create a
homemade photo album. Each child can
take part in writing down or talking about
some of those favorite old memories or
fun new ones! Don't forget to share your
photos on social media using the hashtag

#YESDAYCHALLENGE
More Yes Day Fun!
Extend family bonds, support
emotional & relational growth, and
help children discover their heritage!
Do a phone or video call with family
or friends featured in the old
photos. Ask them what they
remember about the event or
moment the photo was taken.

Yes Day Activity 2
Make A Time Capsule!
For this Yes Day activity, everyone creates a
question for each family member to answer and
place in a time capsule to be called "This Day in
Our Family History." Include other things the
children would like to add, such as pictures of a
favorite toy or coloring pages they create (skip
the food or valuables though!).
Place everything in a baggie or box with a family selfie or two! - and
write the date on the outside. Lastly,
put the time capsule in a safe place
to be recovered in a year.

Some questions to get you started:
What is your favorite food?
How tall are you?
What is your favorite book?

What is your favorite animal?

Yes Day Activity 3
Construct a Cookie Castle!
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As a family, construct a castle - with
cookies! Have each family member draw
their dream castle made from any kind of
cookie they can imagine! First, survey each
family member, asking for their 3 favorite
cookie types. Using poster board or a white
board, make a graph to represent the
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Yes Day Activity 4
Scavenger Hunt

FAMILY STYLE

Supplies:
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Invite a grandparent, aunt, uncle, or other family
member to join the scavenger hunt virtually. Or
consider an outside scavenger hunt at a local park or
hiking trail. Cut out the checklist & head outdoors!

Cut out the scavenger hunt clues below - or
have family members take turns creating
and writing clues on paper. Some treasure
ideas include a group hug, a special treat,
or a goofy family selfie!
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Yes Day Activity 5
Mixed-Up Meals!
Turn your Yes Day celebration upside-down
with this fun twist - breakfast foods that
resemble a dinner entrée and dinner foods
that look like dessert. Give some options for
the children to choose and let the entire
family get involved in the preparations! Or,
celebrate the end of Yes Day by surprising
the family with a mixed-up dinner.

Kabobs for Breakfast
Grab some wood skewers, choose some fruit, and
get the whole family involved in making the
grocery list. When making kabobs, young children
can practice creating patterns - a foundational
math skill - which can help make eating and
learning exciting. They also get small motor skill
practice by peeling oranges and putting fruit on
skewers.

Cupcakes for Dinner

Use your favorite meatloaf recipe or try this one!

MEATLOAF "CUPCAKES"
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Yes Day Activity 6
Kids Make the Lesson Plan!
On regular days, parents play the 'teacher' role
for their children. However, on Yes Day, it's the
children who become the educators. Set a day
aside where the kiddos get to determine what will
be taught. In preparation, have each child choose
a topic they want to cover, and have them create
a short lesson to teach the whole family. Extend
the fun by including other family members and
friends who could join the lesson via a virtual
platform! With roles reversed, get ready to have
fun and learn together as a family.

Guidelines:
Stick to a content area
(such as history) or a specific
topic (such as birds). Then
allow children to choose a
topic within those parameters.
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